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Develop® T Base Tables
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Develop® T Base Pedestal Table
This system employs heavy-gauge tubular steel components in fixed, folding, pin height, or flip-top models. 
Develop T Base includes T, TT and X leg configurations. Fixed table column welded to 1/4" solid steel plate.

Bases
Built of 2-1/4", 14-gauge round tubular steel leg column with steel end cap and 16-gauge steel tapered legs 
elliptically swaged down to 1" diameter at end; highly durable, smooth powder-coated finish. Adjustable glides 
or casters are secured to the legs.

Develop® T Base Tables Plus Ganging Mechanism
Built of black high strength nylon, user-friendly ganger with pegs draws tables together. No tools are required 
when joining tables. Ganger is self-storing under table top. Mounting screws are provided. Tops are pre-drilled 
for placement of ganging pegs with wo gangers per table.

Caution:  Gangers are not retrofittable to earlier purchased tables.

Develop® T Base Tables Folding Mechanism
Built of 11-gauge, black zinc finish steel; the lightweight folding mechanism easily releases and folds leg tightly 
to table bottom and securely locks with two polypropylene clips. When opened, legs engage into place for a 
tight, rigid fit between leg and mechanism. Built-in rubber bumpers keep tables separated to prevent marring 
when tables are stacked. Available for both the T and TT legs.

Pin Height Adjustable Bases
Leg columns shall be formed 14-gauge elliptical tubular steel with steel end cap welded to 1/4" solid steel plate.

Leg assembly shall be 16-gauge steel tapered legs elliptically swaged down to 1" diameter at end brazed to a 
2-1/2" diameter, 14-gauge steel collar.

Height adjustment shall be accomplished by sliding of the leg assemblies over the leg columns utilizing two 
high-strength nylon bushings and fixed in place with 5/16" diameter steel locking pins.

Table height shall be adjustable from 26" to 32" in 1" increments. Height adjustment shall be accomplished by 
one person, without tools, with the table in an upright position.

Flip-Top
Standard flip-top table does not have a detachable top. 

Folding Modesty Panels
Modesty panels are 6-1/4" high by length of table. Mounting brackets are black and packed with the base. 
Lower edge of panel extends 8-1/4" from underside of table.
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Bright Chrome Finish
Surfaces are duplex nickel-chrome plated in a 22 step process.

Powder-Coated Finish
30 sheen epoxy powder coating is electro-statically applied. The dry coating is then fused and cured in a baking oven to form a smooth, continuous film. 
Finish is chemical-resistant, hard, tough and mar-resistant.

Quick Release Modesty Panels
Lower edge of modesty panel extends 7-1/4" from underside of table. Panel is easily removed from the table without tools. It locks into two 11-gauge    
steel retaining brackets and is removed by pulling down on vinyl-coated stainless steel release levers. 

Develop T Base Table Truck
Truck measures 60" long by 30" wide by 55" high. Felt is standard on top edges. Six-table capacity. 

Develop T Base Table Nesting Dimensions

Note:  Nested table width is 2-1/2" wider than the width of the table units when nesting two or more units together.
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